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tf-9bhd
 Manual centerless infeed/thrufeed grinder



Work Wheel Design

The Glebar TF-9BHD is compact but equipped with an 8-1/4” wide work wheel.  This design gives you the

ability to spread the grind of your parts over a long distance while increasing stock removal per pass,

with less surface damage to fragile materials.  The multi grit sandwiched wheels allows you to rough

with coarse grit and finish with fine grit, all in one pass, which ensures closer tolerance. The work

wheel can be changed by one person in ten minutes. 7-1/2, 10 and 15HP spindle motors are available.

Work Rest Holder:

The rugged construction of our work rest holder gives the blade the proper

support and  alignment needed for heavy grinding and close tolerance work,

The use of heat treated tool steel cast iron bronze and stainless steel

combined with hard chrome plating assures easy and accurate adjustment of

the unique guide system.  The complete holder can be taken out of the

machine for cleaning and adjustment by removing two large cap screws.

Regulating wheel drive:

The regulating wheel drive is hydraulically driven by a 2HP motor and a variable displacement type

pump.  This arrangement supplies enough oil for maximum performance at any given time reducing

operating temperature.  The drive is designed to prevent the possibility of an over speeding condition.

Controls:

All controls are clearly marked color coded and electrically interlocked

for simple fail safe operation.  The main power disconnect is conveniently

located directly in front of the operator for easy access. The manual, one

shot lubrication system provides lubrication to the ways, reducing wear

and maintenance.  Hard chrome ways further extend the machine life many

times over. Independent interlocked controls for regulating wheel and

work wheel facilitates machine set up.
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Technical Data:
Grinding wheel:       Dimensions: Length:  47”  119.38cm

Diameter: 9” (229mm)          Width:   39”    99.06cm

Width: 8-5/8 (220mm)          Height:  50” 127.00 cm

      Weight:         1800lbs (820 kg)

Spindle Speed: 2400rpm/600sfm (30ms)        Spindle Motor: 7 HP, (10HP & 15HP Optional)

Stock Size: 0.002” - 4” (0.05mm - 101.63mm)

Hydraulic System:

Pump motor: 2hp (1.5kw) TEFC      Hydraulic Tank:  15gallons (57 liters)

Oil Pressure: 350 psi (22 bars)      Variable displacement type pump


